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ifaluk atoll: an ethnographic account - in this article i aim to draw a picture of life on ifaluk atoll in the
1990s, with particular ... micronesian linguistic family and the trukic subfamily (sohn 1975). english is spoken
by many ... ifaluk atoll: an ethnographic account / sosis 10 an ecosocial approach to the epidemic of
cholera in the ... - an ecosocial approach to the epidemic of cholera in the marshall islands seiji yamada and
wesley palmer abstract a cholera outbreak occurred in the marshall islands in december 2000 to january 2001
with over 400 cases and six deaths. within kwajalein atoll, cholera occurred on ebeye island, while it did not
occur on kwajalein island, three ... trust territory reports and marshall islands law reports ... - marshall
islands law reports headnotes for marshall islands custom and land law. high court of the ... trust territory
reports and marshall islands law reports headnotes for marshall islands custom and land law marshalls custom
... on evidence that members of the original bwij left the atoll shortly after the dispute, ownership cultural
resources 1 - marshallu - the case of likiep atoll 4..... 1.1.6. summary..... 4 1.2. ownership of land formerly
owned by the imperial g ... whereas the traditional landownership is a complex affair in itself, the matter is
further complicated by the land transactions, legal or ... application of the principles of article 22 of, the , the,
... the new pacific wall: the u.s., australia, and new zealand ... - the new pacific wall: the u.s., australia,
and new zealand isolate and divide small insular nations andre vltchek the new pacific wall: the u.s., australia,
and new zealand isolate and divide small insular nations ... kwajalein atoll. a 15-year “compact” ...
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